İnsan Hakları Derneği (IHD), the oldest and biggest human rights organisation in Turkey, member of EuroMed Rights, is pleased to invite you to the press conference.

**Turkey: Appalling Human Rights Records**

Since the failed coup and the imposition of state of emergency, the environment for human rights in Turkey is seriously deteriorating. Escalation of violence in the southeast, severe crackdown on media and political opponents of the ruling Justice and Development Party (AKP), arrest of human rights activists, peaceful demonstrators, journalists, academics and intellectuals...

IHD Co-Presidents Mr. Ozturk Turkdogan and Ms. Eren Keskin invite you to share recent human rights figures in Turkey, discuss general human rights situation as well as the upcoming constitutional referendum.

**Date:** 19 February 2017  
**Time:** 10.00-12.00

**Venue:** Cezayir Cafe (Firuzaga, Hayriye Cad. No. 12, 34425, Beyoglu, Istanbul)

*English-Turkish interpretation will be provided.*

For more information, please contact IHD Istanbul Office: istanbul@ihd.org.tr or Mr. Osman Isci, IHD Executive committee member, osman.isci@ihd.org.tr +90 530 233 41 15